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Truly Moot? First Round Delays,
Lack of Transparency Mar Co�petition
By Austin Rice-Stitt

articipants in this year's
C a m p b e l l M o o t C ou r t
Competition waited two weeks
cember deadline to hear if they
pas
had advanced to the quarterfinals, and the
interval between that announcement and
the deadline for submission of a revised
first-round brief plus an additional
brief was cut from a month to just over
two weeks. The delay followed from
difficulties getting first round briefs
scored by volunteer alumni judges;
finally, professors were asked to finish
the scoring.

l

Approximately 50 teams of two
submitted a first-round brief by October
30 in advance of oral arguments on
November 14-17. Though a document
distributed to participants entitled
"Campbell Rules" said that "[t]he eight
quarterfinalists will be announced in
December," contestants did not receive
any correspondence until January 12, the
day before twelve quarterfinalists were
finally announced. Quarterfinalist teams
had 17 days to adapt their first-round
brief to new information that was added
to the problem after the first round, and
to coF�isr 1�n additional brief arguing
e· f .
the oWt¥Je t

V. l(}F M C
H

As t o why there w e r e twelve
quarterfinalists instead of eight, as
stipulated in the Rules, the Board explained
that they Jihad originally intended for
there to be twelve quarterfinalists" and
that they "increased the number of
quarterfinalists to match [their] original
intention." Traditionally, Executive
Boards have not had to explain how

they dealt with specific issues that arose
during the competition, nor have they
been required to release brief scores or
a detailed account of how the scoring
was conducted. The process for scoring
briefs is not transparent, and appears to
be inconsistent.
The Board is overseen by the Office
of Student Affairs, which provides
administrative support to the Board
but largely refrains from interfering
with their executive function. Christine
Gregory, who took over as Director of
Student Affairs last fall, said that it has
been customary to allow the board to
function with"autonomy and flexibility"
and to J/put their own fingerprint" on
the competition. Ms. Gregory is not
aware of any reason to allow the Board
to shape the competition, apart from the
fact that the Board has traditionally had
that power.
Ms. Gregory acknowledged that
problems getting briefs scored and
CONT I N U E D on Page 7
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The Camp�p lJJo� Cj:>�petition
is run each year 'by a#E��Htive Board
of argpnd six upper-class law students
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who are chosen based on faculty
recommendations. In advance of this
year's competition, the Board received
positive responses from "around 50"
alumni volunteers, each of whom was
apparently asked to read and score
six briefs, or about 120 pages. Because
all of the volunteers did not score and
return their briefs in a timely manner,
the Board eventually had to rely on help
from faculty to get each brief scored
a minimum of four times. The Board
insists that delays are a normal part
of the competition, noting in response
to questions submitted by the RG that
this year's delay was J/not substantially
different from previous years."
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Frolic & Detour:

Clients Unlike Any Other

By Patrick Barry

Editm·-i11-CITief

W;JJ

ames Boyd White, Hart Wright Professor of Law, will be retiring from
tead1ing at the end of this tenn. In honor of the pioneering work Professor
White has done in the law and humanities-his 1973 book Legal imagination
is considered by many to be the foundational text of the contemporary law and
literature movement-the Law School has announced plans to establish the James
Boyd White Law and Humanities Clinic, a counseling center designed to help law
books learn more about themselves. Administrators have released feedback forms
from the clinic's trial phrase, some of which are reproduced below, and hope all will
attend the clinic's offidal opening in September.

Nate Kurtis
ExeClltive Editor:
Bria LaSalle
i\1anaging Editor:
Liz Polizzi
Contributing Editon:
Patrick Barry. Heather Claxton,
Adam Dubinsky, Malak Hamwi,
Andrea Hunt, A1arcy Panick,
Austin Rice-Stilt, Sumeera Younis

Res Gestae is published biweekly during1he school

Patient: :tv1s.Jv1odern Criminal Procedure: Cases-Comments-Questions
Clinician: Dr. Tlte Complete Short Stories ofFranz K�fka
"For the most part the doctor was helpful. A bit creepy, even crawly, but helpful.
T hough I was curious why he kept me waiting so long."
Prescription: Curative Tattoo

vear by students of the University ofMichigan Law

SchooL Opinions e'>.-pressed in bylined a11icles
ru·e those of the au1hors and do not necessarily
represent the opinions ofthe editorial staff Articles
with contact information in italics a t the end ofthe

ru1ick or "submitted by" in the byline are opinion
the opinions
conrained rherein are nor necessarily re,fiective qf'
rhe opinions of the editorial staff Articles may

pieces. not facmal news stories, and

Res Gestae are credited and notified.
Gesrae wekomes submissions and letters to

be reprinted without petmission. provided 1hat the
au1hor <md

Res

the editor. Submissions may be made via emaiL
preferably as an MS Word attaclm1ent Letters
to the editor must be clearly and unambiguosly

marked "Letterto1he Editor.··Res Gestae reserves

Patient: Mr. Modern Law of Contracts
Clinician: Dr. Merchant of Venice

"Too many scales in that office. I think I gained a pound of flesh just by looking at
them."
Prescription: 500mg of Mercy, 250mg of Equity

Patient: Ms. Environmental Regulation of Land Use
Clinician: Dr. Walden
"Dr. Walden instructions were wonderfully direct and clear and frequently humorous.
At times, hovvever, he seemed a bit removed, almost solitary."
Prescription: Beans

the right to edit all submissions and ktters to the
editor in the interest of space.
Mailing address:
Res Gestae
University of Michigan Law School

625

South State Street

A.nn Arbor, MI

Web

enough of it. Please, sir, I want some more!"
Prescription: 20 hours of observed chimney sweeping

48109

Site Address:
http :Iistudents.law.tmlich.eduirg

Patient: Ms. Sex Equality
Clinician: Dr. A Room of One's Own

Office:

116

--

Patient: Mr. Children and the Law
Clinician: Dr. Oliver Twist
"The advice Dr. Twist gave me was fantastic. My only complaint is that there wasn't

�

Legal Research

-

-

-

"One lousy room-that is all she could offer me! We are talking systemic historical
oppression. One lousy room is not going to cut it!"
Prescription: More than "one lousy room," but no more than three.

-

-

-

-

rg@umich.edu

-
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Missing: Twix, Bathrooms; Found: Answers, Info

By S umeera Younis

e h a v e one of the most
beautiful law schools in the
country, some of the most
ace
d aculty in the world, incredible
classmates -heck, we even have a Duby.
So stu dents often find themselves puzzled
when they are walking up and down the
second floor of Hutchins Hall trying to
find a bathroom. "It can't be," they think,
"No bathroom on this t1oor?" Being the
logical law students they are, they know
this can't be possible, so they walk up
and dov-m the halls some more, thinking
there may be a secret passage to a land
of many, many bathrooms. Soon they
find themselves broken, dying to pee,
and shocked that the great University
of Michigan Law School has a bathroom
shortage.
Maybe it i sn't that dramatic, but
hearing Michigan students talk about
the issue of bathrooms would make you
think it was. The truth is that despite the
many amazing attributes our school has,
we deserve to be in the hall of shame
for some of our facilities' shortcomings.
Recently I visited the University of Toledo
Law School just south of us in Ohio and
noticed that all of their classes are in
"smart classrooms." They have chairs
that swivel and are cushioned! They
can dov.rnload the notes their professor
writes on the board to their computers!
It felt like I had gone to a magical place
of learning where anything was possible.
And the bathrooms were practically in
the classrooms. Ok, ok, so I exaggerate
a little bit, but their facilities did blow
me away, especially considering the fact
that their tuition is a fraction of ours and
we are ranked substantially higher than
they are. (Rankings are a whole different
discussion, though.)
So, are we doomed? Our facilities suck,
no one cares, and we are doomed to hold
it 01� dare I say it...walk a whole flight of
stairs just to fulfill our Constitutional right
to relieve ourselves? After compiling a list
of concerns that student<; expressed, I went
to the facilities director, Brent Dickman.

Other than the
b a th rooms,
m o s t of t h e
other concerns
involved
temperatures
in classrooms,
flickering
l i gh t s, a n d
the dri nking
fount a i ns .
These are all
mainten an c e
i s s u e s a n d ..._
can often be
corrected quickly if they are relayed to
the right person. Whenever you have a
maintenance issue you can pass it along
to Lois Oerther (loiso@umich.edu) who
has been very helpful in making sure the
concerns are addressed promptly.

----====:::::===:=::;:!!:;:::;!�!!��

------ ---

Brent Dickman is also a great resource
in answering questions regarding
facilities issues and has been able to
offer some insight into student's biggest
concerns. Below are his responses to our
students' three major facilities issues.
Why aren't the vending machines ever
stocked?

--

--- -------=-

....1

Photo by Vivian Shen

solve. Adding bathrooms to the 1st and
211dfloors ofHutchins requires spacethat
isn't there. It will require us to convert
a classroom or existing administrative
space, which requires us to have space
elsewhere. It's a problem that will get
solved as part of our larger renovation/
expansion plans.
When c a n we expect to see better
elevators in Hutchins Halls?

We are now working witl 1 engineers to
design new elevators for Legal Research
and to design aesthetic improvements
to the Hutchins elevator. The University
pays for elevator replacement and is only
funding the Legal Research replacement
this year. The Hutchins elevator will be
replaced in a not-too-distant future year.
But, at least it should look a little better by
the time the students return in the fall.

There were concerns about stocking
of vending m achines and h aving a
coffee machine in the basement. We
have a vendor that owns and stocks the
machines. The coffee machine that was
in the basement had very little usage,
and it wasn't profitable for the company
to keep it here. We do have issues with
the company keeping m.achines stocked.
I don't know why that is, because they are
losing money every time this happens.
One would think they would do a better
job of keeping them stocked. But Lois
does call and keep after them when they
fail to stock the machines. She has also
mentioned the lack-of-bottled-water
issue to them.

Facilities issues can't always be fixed
right away, but the only way they will
ever be fixed at all is if the adminish·ation
knows that they are a concern, and this
happens only then students are vocal
about their needs. Our u niversity has a lot
of amazing qualities, and many of them
came about because students expressed
what was important to them in their legal
education.

Why don't we have better bathroom
facilities?

A girl can only dream, but one day we
too may have swivel chairs!

Adding and upgrading bathrooms has
been part of our master plan for quite
some time. It is not an easy problem to

•
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From Cannibals to Coase:

An Interview with Brian Simpson
By Malak Hamwi

minority students. There were hardly

PBS: I think they're quite enjoyable.

rofessor A. W. Brian Simpson's
primary interest is in the historical
development of law and legal
ins
ons. He is also an expert on the
European Convention and on human rights,
and frequently speaks on these subjects in
Europe and the United States. He does some
pro bono consulting in connection with
cases before the European Court of Human
Rights. Simpson is the Charles F. and Edith
J. Cl!fne Professor of Law at the Law Schoot
and has held professorships at the University
�f Kent, the University of Cambridge, the
University of Chicago, and the Universihj of
Ghana. Pr�fessor Simpson earned an MA.
and a Doctorate of Civil Law from Oxford
University. He is a fellow (honorary) of
Lincoln College, Oxford, and a fellow of the
American Academy ofArts and Sciences and
the British Academy. In June 2001, he became
Honorary Queen's Counsel.

any minority students when I taught at

I think they work best in the first

Chicago. It's become different, but this

year because the students are more

l
.

.

Res Gestae:

.

lt\fhat does the A. W in your

name stand for?
Professor Brian Simpson: Alf red
William. I was always intended to be

place has always had sort of a policy of

enthusiastic. I'm not sure that doing big

having a diverse student body, which I

case classes is sensible for the whole 3

like better.

years. But I would much prefer it here if
we taught in smaller classes. At one time,
we used to have a progran1 for teaching in

"On one occasion I removed

smaller classes, but it's collapsed because

rny shirt, and that's all. The
stories are that I removed

there aren't enough people to run it.

lots of clothes, but it's not

is you have very little real contact

true. You see, to get the stu·
dents to bid, you have to be
silly and clown about."

Those are family names. They wanted to
give me some family names, and for some
don't know why. They never explained

to know them. I have them over to my
house, but I can't have 95 students to my
house. There's no room for them.

at Oxford whether to go for a career at
the English bar or become an academic.
I got married very young, and there was
an attraction to getting a steady income.

R G : How d o M i c h i gan s t u dents
compare to others you've taught at different
institutions?

It was always a possibility. I wasn't
absolutely settled I would become an

PBS: The Chicago students tended to

academic, but I became one and I stayed

be rather right-wing. They're very hard

one.

working, and they work just as hard for

When you first came over from the
UK to teach in America, was the adjustment
difficult?

year. Michigan students seem to me to

a class in the third year as in the first
RG:

be more sensible, more relaxed, and so
on. And the student atmosphere I think
is less competitive and more friendly and

PBS: American law schools are very,
very different.

To start with, all the

students here are graduate students,

Tell us about your road to Michigan.

to get to know them? You tend to get to
you have students in the seminar. You get

Have you always known you wanted
to be a law pr�fessor?
PBS: I was uncertain when I finished
RG:

reason they put them in that order and I
it. It's crazy.

with students. I mean, if you've got 95
students, how on earth are you supposed
know a few of them, but i's
t not like when

called Brian, but my parents for some
peculiar reason put Alfred William first.

I think the trouble with the big classes

I prefer that. The Chicago students were
intensely competitive. Students here are

t
competi ive,
but it doesn't sort of break

and in the UK, most law students are

up personal relationships. But I mean

undergraduates. And the system of big

Chicago had the problem of students

of Chicago Law School in 1979. Then I

class teaching doesn't exist in English

hiding books and so on.

RG:

PBS: I started teaching at the University

universities. In Oxford you t aught

became a tenured member of the faculty.

students in groups of two. And all m y

The students here seem very good. I

Then I was invited to Michigan to teach

formal lectures a t Kent were classes of

think the admission policy here works

contracts and I decided I liked it better

about tw·elve students. But these big-case

extremely well in getting a nice crowd of

than Chicago. So after a lot of doubt I

classes just don't exist. English students

interesting students. I hope we'll be able

moved. I didn't dislike Chicago, but I

just won't participate in them.

to continue to do it, but we can't break the

thought that this place was more varied
and more diverse basically, in terms
of the academics. And also Chicago,
at that time, had a poor reputation for

law, you see. We can't deliberately flout

Do you think big classes are
effective?
RG:

the law, so we have to adapt.
CONTI N U E D on Next Page
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the lowest of the low, somehow suing like my book on hum.an rights, known in
- who paid for his lawyer? He's suing the family as "The Beetle Crusher."
RG: Are vou worried the character of
the most distinguished silversmith of the
Michigan will change after Prop 2?
early eighteenth century. The defendant's
RG: Your expertise is in common law
work now sells for a million dollars an history and also human rights law. Do you
PBS: I think it may d1ange. I think we
item. And yet we don't know anything consider these two distinct areas of expertise
will tend to get less minority students for about how the case happened.
or are they somehow linked?
a year or two. It will probably come back
to much the same, but it's difficult to tell.
RG: For how long have you tried to get
PBS: I started life doing late medieval
It's hard to predict. But it's a policy that's
information on that case?
legal history. In recent years, I've gotten
worked well. We have nice classes and
more and more interested in what you
the students that come here all do well.
PBS: I've done it intermittently for might call pretty modem legal history.
We have studies about ,.vhat happens to years, but I haven't gotten anywhere.
I did a series for th e Oxford Press
them and they all do great out there in History is sometimes just hopeless.
called "Oxford Studies in Modern Legal
the real world.
Someti{nes you just have to give up.
History." Then I wrote a book about
detention without trial m Britain in the
RG: How do you determine what cases are
RG: Wltat are you working on now?
Second World War. That was mostly
worthy ofscholarly inquiry?
based on archival material, but also a lot
PBS: I'm the sort of person who doesn't of interviews with people. We locked up
P BS: Sometimes for pure sort of
stick to any particular thil1g for very long. about 1700 dtizens and quite a number
chance reasons. The cam1ibalism book I'm like a butterfly. Now, I'm supposed
of them belonged to the British Fascist
was because I obtained access to the to be writing a book this year on the
Party. I interviewed a lot of these people
govermnent files on the case (Dudley and common law ti·adition. A general account
who still exist. I also interviewed a lot of
Stephens) and il.m11ediately saw that there
of the legal tradition in which you and I the security people who were chasing
was a really good story i11 this. Otherwise are working, which is the common law.
them. So that was sort of history of
it's just, you pick them because you think There is no such book. There's a book on
the Second World War. Some of th e
there will be mate1ial that will throw light the Roman law tradition, the civil law
intemational law stuff has been historical.
on them. That's to some extent guess tradition. But no one has ever written a
This book is about how Britain came to
work because sometil.nes you can't fu1d book on the cmmnon law tradition. It's
sign up to the European Convention on
out anything apart from what's in the weird. So when students ask, "What is
Human Rights and what difference it
law reports. I have tried to do studies of the common law?" there is no 200-page
made on life. That's the history of the
some cases and so far got nowhere with book you can give them.
1940s/1950s . I published two things on
them because I can't fu1d out anything
international law both based on post
about them.
It's going to be an account which could Second World War legal history One is
be read by law students in their first year on the genocide convention. Another one
RG: Like what?
who wanted to have some idea what this was on whether the British governm.ent
common law system was. It's thought during the Second World War paid any
PB&J: Armon; v. Delamirie. I've tried
there will be interest in it, if it's any attention to international law over naval
to find out more il1formation about that good, from lawyers in other traditions,
operations. A lot of this is legal history
case, but so far I've got nowhere. I'm still like French lawyers or German lawyers,
but very modern legal history because
trying. But the trouble is if the people in who want an account of the common
there's a huge volume of archival material
the case are poor, they tend to leave no law svstem. But it's got to be written
nobody's ever looked at.
traces in historical records. So if you do -tha t's the problem. You' ve heard of
a case involving fairly wealthy people, writer's block? That is a real phenomena
Ba sically I'm interested in how
you often find information. But it's easier where you just can't spool yourself up to
law develops and how it interrelates
to find information in the nineteenth start. And you spend your time tidying
with government organizations, with
century because there are extensive out drawers or washing your socks or
parliaments, with public opinion. Taking
newspaper reports. They often give very rearranging your books. Anything rather
law on a broader context. Looking at law
detailed accounts of litigation, so you get than tryil1g to write the thing. I'm going
in a wider context.
a lot of information from them, but the to have to be very determined to get
further back you go, the more difficult started on it.
RG: Having studied the development of
it gets.
CONTI N U ED from Previous Page

RG:

What's your interest in that case?

PBS: It's such a strange case. I mean,
here's this chilnney sweep boy, they were

Writing short books is harder work
than writing long books because you have
to really get your thoughts organized. Not
the case in writing great big long books

medieval law and more modern law, is there
anything about the development of modern
law that worries you?

CONT I N U ED on Page 14
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By Tim Harrington

h a t s e t s th e
U n i v e r s i t y of
Michigan L av,r
p rt, other than our
Sc
status as officially cool -at
least cooler than BoaltHall- in
the www.abovethelaw.com
March Madness tournament?
Well, for one thing, we have a
rock band: T.J.Hooper and the
LearnedHands. Yes, we're not
just musical, we're funny too!
According to band member
and lL Jennifer Pepin, that's a
much wittier name than The
2nd Restatement of Rock , the
band hailing from George Washington
University's Law School. Oh, they also
have a website: www.carrolltowing.com.
Detect a theme here?
I sat dovv:n with Pepin on a bench in
the sunny Law Quad, and she explained
that the band consists of four, five, or
maybe six core members, but added that
there was a fluidity to the composition of
the group. A complete list can be found
in their Facebook group. She mentioned
in particular the founder, Andrew Molt
on guitar; Dave Lupton-Laurence-"or
Laurence-Lupton, I can't remember/' on
bass guitar; Adam Dubinsky, on ukulele;
and herself on cornet-it's "like the
trumpet but louder."
Pepin reports that she's played the
comet for fewer than two months but that
the twelve-year old upright bass player
she jams with on Wednesday nights has
said that she's better than all the eighth
graders in the Slauson Middle School
band. Other core members of the group
include Dave Alles on Emo guitar, who
can play any Top-40 song from the last
20 years, and "this guy named Paul-he's
tall- who plays bass."
The band's influences include Andrew

W. Kand Rick Springfield. Pepin insisted

that she didn't list Andrew W. Kin order

review for our exam with the
entire band . . . what better way
to study?
For now, they are practidng
h a r d when they c a n get
togeth er, despite various
obstacles, including getting
kicked out of the Lawyer's
Club Lounge for being too
loud, but mostly.. . law school.
Ironic, isn't it? The very thing
that brought them together is
the same tl1ing that threatens
to drive them apart. Despite
their struggle to "gel/' Pepin
is hopeful. With the exception
Photo by Adam Dubinsky
of the incomparable Duby,
to kiss Professor Krier's @ss. She said they all members of the band are returning
really all did enjoy his music, as well as next year, and Pepin is excited about the
the new Modest Mouse, which they " all class of 2010-she's been "putting the
happen to be listening to right now." The pressure" on Dean Zearfoss to admit a
Rick Springfield influence apparently is drummer.
more subconscious. The band worked on
The band has looked for a drummer
a song written by Andrew Moll called "I
Wmma Be Mao," an ironic appreciation of in the past but doesn't have one at tl1e
the merits of dictatorship, that sounded moment. Pepin met some promising
just like "Jessie's Girl." After discovering candidates during the two preview
the sinlilarity the band decided to rework weekends last month, including one
their musical homage to the late Chinese who had toured with the Pixies (in what
leader. As for other songs, Pepin reported capacity it was unclear). While none was
that they are currently trying to craft a drwm11er, there were several "kids who
a11other original that is so awesome that knew a thing or two about rockin'."
the law sd1ool just isn't ready for it right
A s the semester comes to a close,
now.
we probably won't see much of the
T.J. Hooper and the Learned Hands Learned Hands-or is the appropriate
haven't played any gigs yet but they did abbreviation the T.J.'s?-but we will
earn $6 busking outside Sweetwaters, at least know a little more about the
where they played the "talking blues" talented and-occasionally-intriguingly
blues with spoken vocals. The band taught enigmatic people with whom we go to
the Erie Doctrine to passersby, and a local school. After all, these rockers are still
lawyer gave them $2 (cheap bastard). law students. True to form, Pepin ended
Pepin reports that the band doesn't feel the interview by saying she needed to go
ready to play a gig yet but that word has "ogle" some Federal judges in room 218
gotten out of their existence. Members of and get some breakfast (at 11:45 a.m.).
the School of Social Work a11d the School "Do you think they wear robes all the
ofUrbanPlarminghave approached them time?" she asked. "''d wear mine to the
grocery store, . . . I look good in black."
to ask about playing at a fundraiser.
F or the r e cord, I am i n Pepi n's
Jurisdiction class, and I fully intend to

•
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MOOT from Page 1

returned on time are not uncommon,
and she agreed that the competition
might benefit from more continuity fron1
one Board to the next. A standardized
system for scoring the briefs, Ms. Gregory
reasoned, might actually make the Board's
job easie1� as they would be free to focus
more attention on other aspects of the
competition. "The challenge," according
to Ms. Gregory, "is to document lessons
learned so that the competition can
improve. I'm sure that some of these
problems recur from year to year, but
there isn't a record of them that I' m
aware of."
The Law School Student Senate (LSSS)
may also take an interest in Campbell.
LSSS Representative Scott Warheit, a
participant in this year's competition,
says he plans to encourage the Senate
to look into this year's irregularities
with an eye towards improving future
competitions.

Liz Polizzi, the Managing Editor
of Res Gestae, was a contestant in
this year's Moot Court Competition.
To avoid any conflicts of interest,
Liz took no part in the solicitation,
research, writing, or editing of this
article.

•

Answers to last issue's puzzle.
The answers to the crossword puzzle in this
issue may be found on the RG website.
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Moot Court Final Results

(!I

ongratulations to the winners
of the 83rd Annual Campbell
Moot Court! It was a hard
fought competition, and the results are
as follows:

of Appeals; the Honorable Judge Steven
M. Colloton of the Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals; and the Honorable Judge
Gerald Tjoflat of the Eleventh Circuit
Court of Appeals.

The Champions and recipients of the
Best Brief Award are Jeremy Suhr and
Robert Stockman, Counsel of Record for
Dylan Dope, et. al., Petitioner. Stockman
also received the Best Oralist Award.

A very special thanks to the firm of
Dickenson Wright PLLC. They have
supported this competition from the
beginning and without their support this
competition would not be possible.

The other Finalist team was Caitlin Bair
and Jessica Berry, Counsel of Record for
the Peter Piper, Respondent.

The Board would also like to thank all
of the competitors, alumni judges, faculty
judges, and everyone who attended the
final round.

The Campbell Moot Court Executive
Board would also like to thank our
esteemed judges for this final round,
The Honorable Judge Deanell R. Tacha,
Chief Judge of the Tenth Circuit Court

•

Open Letter:

Federalist Symposium

To Be Held At Law School
To the Law School Corrununity:

On behalf of the University of Michigan
Law School Federalist Society, I would like
to thank everyone who has participated
in and supported our events throughout
another great year. Although our Law
School has a "liberal" reputation, the
Law School commw1ity has always been
extremely supportive of the Federalist
Society's efforts to further intellectual
debate. Our events draw students from
all perspectives. In fact, they often excite
vigorous discussion among our own
members, who range from all varieties of
conservatives to libertarians, even card
carrying ACLU members!
It gives me great pleasure to announce
that our own chapter's vitality and the
dedication of the Law School community
have made it possible to host the 2008
National Federalist S ociety Student

Symposium at Michigan Law School. This
Symposium, entitled "The People and
tl1e Courts," will occur on March 7 and
8, 2008, and will focus on the interaction
between society, the judiciary, and the
democratic process. This symposium
will bring together law students from
around the country to engage vvith judges
and legal scholars from top law schools.
:Michigan Law students consistently make
valuable contributions to our discussions
and events and we hope that our fellow
students-Federalist or not-will also
take advantage of the opportunity to
engage in this discourse. Dedication to
intellectual diversity is one of our law
school's greatest assets and we are thrilled
to host this valuable contribution towards
that goal.
Mike Ruttinger
Federalist Symposium Director
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Ask Miss Sandra D.
Dear Sandra D.,

Dear Sandra D.,

In Con Law class we recently read
about integration and some of the
opinions regarding race relations in
America. I am a white female, and while
I was in undergrad I had a long-term
relationship with a black classmate.
We were very much in love and had
planned on getting married -until we
met each other's families. We both
found ourselves uncomfortable and
ostracized at the other's home. Although
our parents never directly said that
race was an issue, it was c lear. Now, I
am interested in someone who is from
a different background again and I
wonder if it is worth it to fall in love
again, just to see it end in heartbreak?
Has anything really changed from the
days before Braum?
-Ja-ja-jaded

Spo on s has taken o ver
my life and I am extremely
frustrated because I have
not even been able to get
in one thwack. What the
heck? What can I do to get
my guy??
-Thwackless

Dear Jaded,
What a loaded question! The truth is
that many parents are still opposed to
seeing their children marry outside of
their race. They may have no problem
with interacting with people from
different backgrounds or even having
a diverse range of close friends but it
becomes an entirely different matter
when their kids are involved. Parents
worry that you two are being shortsighted
-for example, that you are not considering
the unique challenges to your situation,
or the effect this decision might have on
your own kids. These are realities you
and your partner should keep in mind,
but in no way is Sandra D. saying that
this should prevent you from pursuing
a relationship with someone you care
about. All relationships are bound to have
challenges, and unfortunately there are
going to be some unique ones you face if
you are in an interracial or intercultural
relationship. As long as you and your
prospective partner can acknowledge
these possible challenges now, you will be
able to avoid heartbreak in the long rw1.
-Sandra

Dear Thwackless,
If I had a dollar for every
person who asked me this
question, I would still be in
debt. The spoons competition
is winding down to some
of the most conniving and
most elusive law students
at Michigan. Nobody said it
was going to be easy being the spoons
champion, but nobody said it would
be this hard. As days upon days pass
without having thwacked, just remember
that it is one day closer to when you will
thwack your person. There will be a
moment of weakness. It may be that they
have to put their spoon down to sneeze,
or put on a pair of gloves, and you will be
there, ever vigilant, ever ready to thwack.
Stay strong.
-Sandra

Dear Sandra D.,
I am slightly embarrassed to even
be writing this question, but I feel I
must because it may be an issue many
law students face. I sit next to someone
in c lass who has very bad hygiene.
Particularly, very bad breath. This
would be fine if we were free to change
our seats but since the seating chart of
death has been well established, there is
no way I can change my seat. I actually
hate to go to this class because I am
afraid I will gag. Please help!
-Disgusted

Dear Disgusted,
Writing in was a brave thing to do,
and it will help many law students.
Law students of Michigan, please hear
Disgusted's call. Go to your local Kroger
and get the 3 pack of Dentyne Ice, which
is often on sale for 2/$3.00. It will be an
investment that goes a long way; from
helping you make more friends at sd1ool
or not grossing out future employers.
Personal hygiene is key. Make sure you
are brushing at least twice a day and
using mouthwash. Flossing is one of the
best ways to kill bad breath because the
bacteria that causes it often lives between
our teeth. Get unscented deodorant so
you can really pile it on without feeling
like you smell like the deodorant aisle.
These simple and cheap steps will go a
long way to making the world a better
place. As for you, Disgusted, a simple
tactful hint can go a long way. Perhaps
make an effort to reach out to your
classmate, take chewing gum and mints
to class and place them visibly between
you or offer one casually. Best of luck!
-Sandra
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Finishing Up At
Liberal Arts Finishing School

By Bria LaSalle

s �1e only graduating men:ber
ot the RG editonal statf, I
have the sole privilege of
p
"So Long, and Thanks For All
b
The Pizza" column. It occurs to me that
this situation cuts into a solid good-bad
dichotomy. The good: our faithful RG
readers only have to suffer through one
page of 3L nostalgia. The bad: I bear
ful l responsibility for providing such
nostalgia to those who are so inclined
to enjoy it. As I am not generally given
to shmoopy bouts of glowing nostalgia,
there's a substantial risk that anything I
say will be so overly predous that level
headed readers will vomit slightly in
their mouths upon first read.
But I'll do my best.
h1 the months before I came to Michigan,
before I began what others affectionately
named "liberal arts finishing school,"
I had many conversations with friends
and coworkers that seemed to take the
inevitable turn to law school's giant, awe
inspiring price tag. Most of them had not
contemplated committing to a $1 50,000+
purchase at the tender age of 24, so it
soon became the conversation gap-filler,
mostly suppl anting the tra ditional
weather and Astra's talk that abounds
in a Houston July. Many of them knew
I chose Michigan over a few far cheaper
options; they were frequently overcome
by the temptation to ask ''will it be worth
it?"
Today I look b ack at the past three
years to see what I got for my money;
call it my review of the Law School credit
card statement. In a few months, I'll have
a fancy piece of paper that will represent
the totality of my tuition spending to
some. I think the value lies more in the
intangibles, and I think some of them
have already proven to produce excellent
dividends.

Th e obviou s in tan gibles b a rely
merit mention; naturally, three years
of sharing classrooms with brillian t,
articulate, shrewd, fmmy, imaginative,
and d1allenging peers under the talented
leadership of our s tellar faculty is
essentially priceless. But this is the set
of goods we all knew we would receive
in exchange for our money. It's the other
stuff, the things we can't quite capture in
a brochure, that have made this whole
expensive ride "worth it."
So what did I get?

On May 5 I'll leave the Law School
with the following: several hundred
pounds of well-loved (and well-hated)
books; a bizarre but undeniable love
of tax policy discussions; a not quite
fully-healed broken toe, the amusing
but painful reminder of an ill-fated run
in with Krier's property book; a soon-to
be husband; a love of Indian food; a job
in an office full of people I greatly like;
a GPA that was just good enough to get
me the aforementioned job but never so
good that I had to worry about "ruining"
it; a new relit,>ion; a flat stomach; a guilty
love of America's Next Top Model;
countless friends; a very few enemies; a
food processor.
Obviously this is not an exhaustive
list. Perhaps more obviously (nearly to
the point of being banal), there are many
items on the l i st that are not, strictly
speaking, the direct result of having
attended law school. Or are they? When
we arrive as lLs, it's easy and natural
to compare law school to high school. I
certainly did. In the beginning, law school
felt like a glorious High School Redux,
where everyone had another chance to
be cool. Yet here at the end, I can't help
compare, somewhat inelegantly, law
school to a giant, beautiful Petri dish.
Deposited in an environment that is
highly conducive to growth and change,

we nm amok with some sort of catalyst
for three years and come out anew on the
other side. What's the catalyst, exactly?
Each other? Hutchins? The mystique of
law school? Perhaps a little of column A
and a little of columns B and C? \IVhatever
the combination, it brought me to a series
of results I didn't dare to expect. How
m any people can say that about their
ING account?
My walk through the Petri dish (this
simile is really starting to grow on me)
exposed me to the people, places, and
situations that brought about everything
I could think to list as a "benefit/' and
countless others. Law school hasn't been
the where so much as the how. It is how I
figured out my strengths. It is how I met
my spouse. It is how I became a Jew. It is
how I came to fully own the confidence
and sense of self I always suspected was
lurking somewhere in here. Liberal arts
finishing school, indeed.
If the question e ver arises again
- whether i t was worth it to spend
the money for l a w s chool - I will
unequivocally answer yes. And tl1en I will
smile, knowing the interested party has
no idea just how much value I received
in exchange for my purchase. That will
be fine. Like so many other tl1ings, the
value of what is said will pale in measure
to what remains unsaid. They, like you,
will just have to take it from me.
Bria LaSalle is a graduating 3L. Thank you

for suffering through her many bathroom
related rants, exhortations of love for Jeremy
Piven, and the rest of the dribble that made up
Take It From Me.
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No Shark in Library Changes
By Nate Kurtis

s law students, we have all had
to research and study in the
Law Library -and there are
th
o s who seen1 to never leave. . . .
Given how important the library i s to our
daily lives, it is practically criminal how
little we know about just what goes on
down there. (It's not Vegas, you know.
What happens in the Law Library does
not have to stay in the Law Library.) To
help solve this dearth of knowledge, we
started asking around with the people
down there, but they kept shushing u s.
So, instead, we sat dovm with Margaret
Leary, a librarian and Director of the Law
Library.
Res Gestae: Let's just get some stats out
of the wayfirst: tlte Library website says there
are 25 miles of books here. Is that end to end,
pages -what are we talking about?

Margaret Leary: That is miles of shelving
in the library.
RG: Miles of shelving?

M L: Miles of shelving that have books
on them . So, if you put the books, just as
they are on the shelves, and somehow got
all the shelves stretched out it woul d be 25
miles long. It's a lot of books; it is well over
600,000 printed volumes.
RG: And exp anding how fast?
.l\·11: Well, U1at gets more complicated.
We add about ten or eleven thousand
volumes a yem� but we also take volumes
out. We take volumes out for two reasons:
one is that they get replaced by other
things, for example the advanced sheets of
reporter volumes get replaced by bound
volumes. The second reason we take things
out is that we are reducing the size of the
paper collection very deliberatively. We are
taking out duplicate copies of things. Over
the course of years, we have reduced the
number of copies of the national reporter
system -when I came here a l ong time ago
we maybe had ten copies of fue national
reporter system, now we have one or two.

We are eliminating duplicate copies of
law reviews. As material gets more and
more available online, our policy is that
we keep what we need in print to satisfy
the demand for the print; but, to use law
reviews as an example, once those all
became available in PDF on HeinOnline
we really only need one or two paper
copies to own forever.

RG: I hear that you are in the process of
completely reorganizing those 25 miles of
books. How long will that take? And, why are
you bothering to shuffle around 25 miles of
books in thefirst place?

ML: It's going to take a long time, but I
really hope we' ll be done at the end of '09,
and possibly ' 08. The reason we're doing
it is to make things easier for everyone
who uses the library, to make it easier to
browse our library by topic. Rightnow, for
example, the treatise collection is arranged
alphabetically by the author 's last name,
which is not very helpful if what you
are really looking for is a range of books
on criminal procedure, for exmnple. A
secondary benefit, that won't be so visible
to users, will be that each item will have
its own unique call number on the spine.
There are thousands of volumes in this
library that don't have that, which makes
it hard for us to reshelve them and keep
them in the right place, which in turn
makes it hard for our patrons to find the
resources they need.
RG: So Jar we've just been talking about
researc/1 materials, but that isn't the only
reason people come to the library. Are there
any plans to make the library a better place to
study, and especially do group work?

ML: The first step in doing anything like
that is find out what people really want,
and that step is a little tricky because of
course we have a lot of students, and
they don't always want the same things.
We held two focus groups this winter and
invited students to come and share their
thoughts. We've also been looking at other
libraries.
What we hope to do is keep this a quiet

place to study, in generaL When we do
anything that is noisy, we always get
complaints. lVhen students and patrons
who are using the library are noisy, we
get complaints. So, we know we need to
keep a large area that is quiet. But, we
also know that students really do want to
work in groups. So, we need areas were
people Call gather as a group and talk to
each otl1er. We have the two study rooms
on sub-three, which are heavily used,
especially during exam times, and we
want to create some additional areas that
are like that One place we are thinking of
is the area on sub-one behind the reference
desk. That area is already glassed in, so the
noise created there would be confined to
that space, and we think we can take all
tl1e books out and add in some tables and
comfortable chairs and make that a place
where noise is allowed.
That is a short term project. Longer tem1,
and I recognize that fue Law School's need
for a whole new building comes first so
I'm not telling you something I think is
going to happen tomorrow, but I think it
would be possible to reorganize the way
space is used in this building, and look at
the building as a whole and think about
all the needs vve have and how they've
changed. For example, students don't
want as many private carols as we have.
Those were an idea that was popular in
the 1970s, but now we are in a whole oU1er
century and students want to have more
comfortable seating and places where
they can talk together, or just sit without
being all closed in by a caroL We are also
l ooking around to find places where
we might put more comfortable low1ge
seating like what we used to have in the
sub-three lounge. Before we turned it into
a computer lab it was very dimly lit a11d
had really giant, comfortable chairs, and
was a very nice place to take a nap. Not
that we are necessarily looking to make a
napping area.
RG: I think we need one!

ML: We may need one, but maybe not
in these nice, bright subs. We also want
CONT I N U ED on N ext Page
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students. And maybe also a tab that says

�

library could participate in that. We have

'PDF Web Sources; because if you have a

a very rich and deep collection in foreign

to make sure we have electrical outlets

everywhere students need them . I'd be

pdf, you don't have to go back to the paper

comparative and international law, as well

to do blue book. That would be another

as federal law and law of the us states

very interested in any ideas students have.

way to get to those resources. Maybe a

and the colonies that proceeded them. To

They can e-mail me (nlleary@umich.edu),

tab for 1 Ls that focuses on what JLs real ly

get our collection completely digitized

or just walk in.

need to know: what are law exams really

by Coogle would be an absolute boon.

.

It would be great for our

You mentioned more
electronic resources, but I
always have trouble _finding
them. Any chance you are
going to reorganize those
while you're at it with the
books?

patrons, and it would be

RG:

great for people all over
the world. There are still

��-.....,.""1

copyright problems, but
we can figure out ways to
solve those problems, and
there i s a lot of material
that is not copyrighted.

ML: Yes. This gets to the
question of our website.
I'd love to show you now,
but i.t wouldn't be a very
good interview. I guess,
w h a t, you'd p u t : " b ig
empty space while Nate
looks at the website." We
h a ve thousands of resources on our

like? 'YVhat are good books to help you

website tl1at are organized and categ01ized

understand how to study for exam.s? OU1er

and searchable for you to use. But, the

things they want to know.
ML: [laughs] Now you've got me; I

trou ble is, you look at our home page and
who knows that there are thousands of
resources underneath there?

RG: Well now, books and
electronic re sources and.
study areas are all well and
good, but what about some of
the more daring suggestions
that folks have made for
improving the library? I'm
referring to ideas such as putting a shark in the
lig /zt well or a swimming pool in sub-three.

Are the rumors true that the library
tour is being redone?
RG:

forgot to give you a disclaimer at the
beginning of the interview: I'm humor
impaired. The shark. . . eh . . . I don't like the

We are working right now to revise our
website.

ML: Are those rampant rumors?

to do is to be organized for the benefit of

idea of a shark in the light well because I
don't like the idea of putting water in that

What I would like our website
RG: Not really.

light well because I don't want that light
well to start leaking. And, what was the

students. \'\!hen we first developed the
website maybe five, ten years ago, we

ML: Yes, we are redoing tl1e tour. One

second one? A swimming pool? Yeah, well

didn't have a particular audience in mind,

of the pieces of advice we repeatedly got

you could have fuat. You could just tum off

we wanted it to be helpful to everybody,

was: dumb it down, make it simpler. We

that sunk pump. I don't think you'd want

and we still want that. But I would love

are going to break it up into smaller parts

to swim then, though. I'd rather have the

for the library website to be the place

and make a lot more of it virtual instead of

people and books there myself.

where students go for information they

\.Y'2llking arow1d. We're also going to make

need, not just to write a research paper

it easier to take it in small bites, so if all you

or solve a clinic problem, but if you need

need is to figure out the paper digests then

information about choosing courses, or

you can just do that part without doing the

finding a job.

whole thing.

be?

RG: Does the libranJ currently have any
other long term plans in the works ?

RG: Well, that would /1e what they are
��oating on.

I would love for our website to be a
place where law students go to find a

RG:

You could still have people and books.

ML: \1\lhere would the swimming pool

sense of community -just as they come
to the library to find a place to study. We

ML: A giant thing that I hope we can

ML: Oh! Everytl1ing on a raft? Well, that

could have more study aids on the website,

do in the law library, and this is a little

would make it easier to reorganize the

and we could maybe have something like

farfuer down the road, is I really would

collection; put tl1e books on the rafts and

a wiki where students could help build

like us to take part in the Coogle Books

shift the rafts around. You'd have to get

resource guides for different classes. Now,

project. The University Library is a path

some really good waterproof rafts . . . .

the librarians have already made some

breaker on that, and the contract is with

of those, but maybe student-made ones

the University of Michigan and not just

would be more meaningful or useful to

with the university libraries, so the law
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Third Annual Origins Culture Show
n Thursday, Mar·ch 22, 2007,
APALS A h e l d t h e i r t h i r d
.
annual Origins Culture
Show

in the Lydia Mendelssohn Theatre. The
evening, which included music, dance,
and a fashion show, was also a forum
for the presentation of the APAL S A
Public Interest Fellowship. This year's
fellowship winner was Sameera Haque,
with runners-up Sumeera Younis and
Ashwini Habbu.

APALSA a lso held

the final round of their Karaoke Contest
during Origins, which was won by Matt
Schwab. As for Prof. West's judging: it
was fair, but unoriginal. We give him
a ' 7 .'

•
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PBS: I'm quite concerned currently at
overreaction to the threat of terrorism. I
really tl1ink it's a great mistake to throw
away our civil liberties just because we
have a panic about a bomb or two, however
serious the bombs are. That's one interest
of mine in human rights work. Hwnan
rights protection, in Europe anyway, is a
considerable control over governments.
I tl1ink, like many Americans tl1ink, tl1at
America has overreacted . And I hope a
lot of the Patriot Act gets repealed. It's
not necessary. It's understandable, but it's
a great pity to ditch your dvil liberties.
They're important.
The reaction in terms of the things
like the Patriot Act, and similar things
h a ve happened in Britain, is I think
exaggerated. Even in tl1e Second World
War, the repressive l a w s in B ritain
were not as bad they are now. And
that was a BIG war. So I think fuere
is an overreaction. But that's a view
shared by lots of people in America.
And there is a sign that currently there
is a sort of reaction against it -- it is sort
of encouraging. You see more and more
people saying we shouldn't do this. We
should restrain ourselves a bit.
R G: Have you thoug h t abou t doing

research on the topic ?

PBS: I ' ve vnitten e xtensively on
emergency powers, b u t only on their
historical basis. But I don't like get into
political controversies in An1erica. I'm
not an American. I don't direct writing
to stuff over here. I think that's better left
to American scholars. E specially since
they understand American constitutional
law.
R G : Have vou been involved in any

political contro�ersies in the UK?

PBS: Not really. The sort of a ctivist
side of me is confined to doing pro bono
work on human rights cases. I've been
involved in quite a number of tl1ose. But
that's all writing memos and documents
and opinions for use in litigation. I've
never been a politically active sort of
person. I have political views but I don't

•
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join political parties or go on marches or
anything like that.

,,

I was thinking of writing a book about

markets. And I might do that. About
how markets work, the different sorts of

RG: You 've maintained strong ties to tile

UK. Do you go back often ?

markets, the regulation of markets, the
weird markets for selling bizarre things.
There's a market in Ru ssian brides.

PBS: I spend about half the year
there.

Markets in saint relics. All sorts of strange
markets out there and there isn't a little

RG: Why haven 't you become an American

in all your years here ?

book on markets that gives an account
of how strange these markets are. I give
a seminar on this.

PBS: Mainly family roots. I've got five
children in England and heaven knows

RG: You have such an extensive body of

work. What project are you most proud �f?

how many grandchildren. I'm English
and an Irish citizen and I think that's

PBS: I'm quite pleased with tl1is book

enough. I like America but I wouldn't

on human rights because it does relate the

want to sort of spend my retirement in

sort of history of international law with

America.

the political and diplomatic history of
Western Europe. I think other historians

RG: You mentioned retirement. Do you

already have plans about that?

have really paid very little attention to
the development of the human rights
convention, which is the first effective

up to 76. I can't go on foreve1� so at some

PBS: I'm getting very old. I'm coming

human rights protection ever invented

point I obviously will retire here, but I

make. I'm also fascinated because it

haven't taken any decision about that.

coincided with the dissolution of the

It's a great mistake to go on working

CONTI N U E D on Page 17

too long because

anywhere in the world. It's an amazing

then you become an
embarrassment to the
Dean. You don't want
to do that. At some
point I'll retire, but
I'd like to maintain
a conn e c tion with
Michigan.
RG: What will you

do in retirement?

PBS: Much the same
sort of writing I do
now. I have hobbies.
I like gardening, bird
watching - though I
can never tell what
just passe d - and I
run a boat. I still have
a sailing boat, but
I'm getting a bit old
for sailing it on my
own so the family
is pressuring me to
confining my activities
to a motorboat.

"The stories about this are exaggerated," says Prof. Simpson. RG Archive
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Does your bar review course connect with your
digital lifestyle?

ad a pt bar

@

The revolutionar y new way to prepare
for the Multistate Bar Exam.
www.AdaptiBar.com
E n ro l l o n l i n e a nd receive a

$50 d iscou n t o r ca l l u s to l l -free a t :

1 .877.466 . 1

Women's Law Blog Resource Unfolds

®

S u bmitted by Anjali Shenoy

to bring to light the many issues facing
women in the legal profession and to

neyear ago women from twelve

spread the word about why these issues

of the nation's top law schools,

matter, not only to women, but to the

i n c l u d i n g M i ch i g a n L aw,

greater legal community. Moreover, the

shared an idea to combat a long-standing

website brings into focu s the victories

problem: the r ates at which women

women attain every day for themselves

lawyers opt out of the legal profession.

and for society.

The solution? Ms. JD, a new online forum
for women law students an.d lawyers to
connect and converse about topics that

On Saturday, March

31,

the Ms. JD

board h e l d the first annual Ms. JD

affect women in the profession and the

conference at Yale University to mark the

world at large. The blog is, according to

launch of the new site, which is already

the site, "dedicated to reinforcing and

filled with contributions and commentary

expanding the representation of women

from students, a dmini stra tors, and

in law school and the legal profession."

academics alike. I encourage everyone
to take a moment to check out the site at

Reaching issues in areas ranging from

http://ms-jd.org. The site welcomes all

work-life b alance (not just a women's

contributions and comments. For more

issue!) to high heels, and incorporating

information, email ms-jd@legallyfemale.

articles written by everyone from students

org, visit http://legallyfem ale.typepad.

to the Dean of Harvard's L aw School,

com, or email me at shenoya@umich.

Elena Kagan, the interactive blog solicits

edu .

contributions and encourages comments,
debate and discussion. Ms. JD works

•

We beckon you, 0 Spring. Warm this town and
its many happy dancers.
Photo courtesy of APALSA
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Is It Getting Hot In Here?
Are Humans Causing Global Warming?

m

S u bmitted by Dirk Avery

C ambridge Surface Science Group,

but suggest that the increase in C02

believe that i f human-produced C02

is the effect of the Earth warming, not

h e two most s a l i en t issues

and global warming continue at their

i ts cause. Instea d, scientists such as

related to global wanning are

current p ace, the E arth will become

Clark argue that the primary cause of

whether humans are causing

largely uninhabitable by the end of this

warming is solar activity, compounded

it and what will happen to humans if the

century. In this scenario, all ice on the

by the increased presence of water vapor

Earth continues to warm.

planet will melt, sea level will rise, and

resulting from increased evaporation.

An tarctic a will possi b l y be the only

They interpret ice core studies to show

Answering the question of whether

habitable continent. Other prominent

that in a major period of warming, sea

humans arc causing globa l warming

scientists have less severe predictions

levels typically increase hundreds of

will inform the answer to the question

but still foresee increasingly dramatic

years after C02 levels increased, because

of whether humans can or should do

weather, increased precipitation, and

the oceans, which store and release C02,

anything about it. Even if humans have

rising sea levels.

caused it can they do anything to reverse
if! If we d i d not cau se it, might we
nevertheless reverse it?

Under much of Antarctica's nearly 1 .6
km thick ice, there is soil. Cataclysmic ice

take hundreds of years to cool or warm.
Thus, a correlation exists, they claim,
but the causation is reversed from that
proposed by Al Gore.

melting in Antarctica could, therefore,
There are some facts that are not in

result in rising sea levels. The Artie on the

Many people concerned with global

dispu te. The Earth has warmed about

other hand is tloating ice, which means

warming point to consensus within the

one degree over the last century. Some
su ggest that this wam1ing is caused by
the presence in the Earth's atmosphere

that if the entire Artie melted, it would

scientific community regarding global

raise sea levels an ice cube melting in a

warming science. The Intergovernmental

glass of water does not raise the water

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report

o f " greenhou s e gases, " which trap

level as it melts. Many scientists agree

radiant energy within the atmosphere.

that ice in Antarctica is melting, while

Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas;

most also agree that Antarctica is cooling.

but skeptical scientists argue that this

such common atmospheric g a ses a s

Some scientists believe that this melting

number is not limited to scientists with

confirming global warming th eories
was reviewed by 2,500 scientific experts,

nitrogen a n d oxygen a r e n o t . Water

sea ice will open the way for glaciers to

expertise in the area, and that it includes

vapor, a greenhouse g a s, causes the

t1ow into the sea, causing a rise in sea

many political figures and less prominent

greatest portion of the greenhouse effect.

levels. Skeptical scientists qu estion g lobal

reviewers. When Professor Paul Reiter, of

M
: eth <me and ozone are other greenhouse

wam1ing theories based on the seeming

the Pasteur Institute of Paris, resigned in

gases. Without the greenhouse effect, the

contradiction of cooling temperatures

protest from the IPCC report, the IPCC

Earth would not be habitable. The oceans,

and melting ice. They explain the melting

initially refused to remove his n ame

decaying vegetation, and volcanoes are

rather as a result of natural processes

from the report. Only by threatening

major sources of natu rally occurring

unrelated to current temperatures.

legal action did he get his name removed.

C02.

Frederick Seitz, fonner president of the
Skeptical scientists also argue that sea

National Academy of Sciences, claimed

Many of those who are alarmed b y

l evel has been increasing at a steady rate

that scientists' views were censored in the

global warming believe that C02 i s

for thousands of years. During that time

IPCC report. Statements such as, "None

responsible for atmospheric imbalance.

the Earth has experienced wam1er and

of the studies cited has shown clear
evidence that we can attribute climate

They believe that as the Earth warms,

cooler periods than now, demonstrating,

existing water and water from melting

they argue, that temperature and sea

changes to increases in Green h ou s e

ice w i l l produce more water vapor

levels are not closely correlated.

Gases," were removed.

exa cerbating the warming p ro b lem.

A subset of those concerned by global

Ice core studies like those described

Indeed, skeptics argue that much of

wam1ing believe that human activities are

in Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth have

current climate study is based on alarm.

the primary cause of increasing C02 and

shmvn a correlation between C02 and

Funding for groups predicting the status

other anthropogenic greenhouse gases.

the Earth's temperature. Some scientists,

quo quickly dries up, and dissenting

such as Ian C lark of the Department

scientists are bullied into agreement

Some prominent scientists, including

of Earth Sciences at the University of

Sir Da vid King, of the University of

Ottawa, agree that there is a correlation,

CONTI N U E D on Next Page
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with those foretelling disaster. Dissenting
scientist Timothv Ball has received death
threats for his

dissenting views, while

others, including Henk Tennekes, have
been dismissed or publicly ridiculed.

If humans are causing global warming
through C02, both sides agree that major
changes are needed. Scientists estimate
that an

80% reduction inhuman-produced

C02 wou l d be necessary to make a
difference. Such a radical reduction, in
the absence of new teclmologies, would
drastically change the way people in
industrialized countries live. Collective
action problems are likely to inhibit the
effectiveness of C02 reduction without
strong government intervention. Despite
the fervor of C02 reduction advocates,
the question remains whether people are
willing to live with such an imposition.
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RG: Do you /uwe a preferencefor publishing
books or writing law review articles ?

PBS: I don't like law review articles.
People sort of belong either to the book
writing culture or the article writing
culture. I have published articles but I
never regard that as the aim in life. The
aim in life is a book. And you find those
people particularly connected with the
humanities end of law tend to be happier
publishing books. I also don't like the
endless wrangles with law reviews
about the footnotes and so on. It's just
dreadful.
With books, you have more creative

freedom. It's ai so partly vanity. I feel
better if I have a newly published book

British Empire and there's the whole
question to what extent did human
rights protection affect that and lead to
consequences in decolonization and so
on.

with their books. The minute they've
published it they immediately see some
fault in it. It's a common phenomenon
that once you've published a book you
think, "oh God, that could have been so
much better if l spent another year on it."
You're always dissatisfied.
I think it's sort of like being an athlete.
Unless vou think "I could be better,"

{

you're t ot being a good athlete. I mean
these guys that can do the hundred
meters in 9. 8 seconds and they're always
dissatisfied because they think they could
run it a bit faster. I think in any sort of
creative thing, you have to be endlessly
dissatisfied with what you're doing and
think it's dreadful and could be better.

PBS: It's a joke. It was to raise money.
I get the blood either by when they draw
blood for blood samples. I sometimes can
persuade them to spare a little bit. But the
medics are reluctant to do that you see.
Otherwise I just stick a thing in my ear
lobe and squeeze the blood out. You just
get a razor blade and cut it. You clean it
and sterilize it, of course. It doesn't hurt
much. You don't need much blood, just a
little bit. Then I use a little brush.
It's become an institutional joke. It's

been going on for 7 or

8

years. We had

to give things to SFF. I don't remember
1vhether I suggested it or a student did,

don't know why. It can't be rational.

and it's been done every year since.

RG: Can you talk a little bit about your
exchange with Pr�fessor Ronald Coase over
his article "Law and Economics and A.W

Brian Simpson ? "

PBS: Oh yes, h e got furiously angry
of wh at C o ase said, which was not
meant to make him angry. I thought
it was perfectly polite. It was just a
disagreement on academic things. And I
think Coase got rather cross with me, so
I got slightly cross in reply. He said how
dare somebody who's not an economist

But I think most writers are never happy

every yearfor the SFF auction. Where do you
get the blood from ?

than if I have the off prints of an article. I

with me. I wrote a criticism of some
SI M PSON from Page 1 4
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write about this and I said you don't have
to be a horse to write about horses. I think
it's just rubbish because most of what I
was writing about was law.
A large part of the article was simply
arguing that he hadn't understood the
law he was writing about. I didn't want
to make him cross, but it made him
extremelv cross. The law and economics

�

moveme t, if you're critical of it, they
tend to either get cross or just ignore the
criticism and carry on as before. I don't

but we agreed to sign my book in blood

RG: I've also heard you remove articles of
clothing at the SFF auction . . . .

P B S : The stori e s a b o u t this a r e
exaggerated. On one occasion I removed
mv shirt and that's all. The stories are

;

th t I removed lots of clothes, but it's not
true. You see, to get the students to bid
you have to be silly and clown about. I
didn't do it this year. I've bitten balloons
and things like that in the past. You just
have to be ridiculous to get them to bid.
But it's all for a good cause.

RG: You 've also been rumored to have
an exotic palate and to be a bit of a wine
connoisseur.

PBS: I do cooking quite a bit for my
family. I do some of it here, but when my
children and their significant others come
down, I always cook. I like cooking. And I
drink too much wine. I like French white
wines. But I drink lots of wine. I'm not a
wine buff. I can't tell you names and dates
of 35 wines. I just like stuff.

know why they do that. They're sort of
defensive about it. The arguments I put
forth in the article, nobody's replied to
them.

RG: Let's talk about some fun topics.
You 're known for signing your books in blood

•
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ACROSS
I . Perch

6. Philosophy dr.
9. Windshield cleaner
1 4 . More ill
1 5 . Undignified
1 6. Foe
1 7. Fishing net
1 8 . Paris lover
1 9 . Andes animal
20. Disease transmission
2 2 . Madrid houses
2 3 . Do wrong
24. Lateen-rigged sailing vessel
26. On this
30. Weaker
34. Satirical publication
35. Come up
36. No
37. PA "Ivy"
38. Family restaurant, Bob _
39. Crazy
40. German river
4 1 . Branch
42. Fledged
4 3 . Fiendish
45. Stephen King novel

1 2 . Austen novel

46. Imitated absurdly

1 3 . Scandinavian rugs

47. Cry

2 1 . Tonic companion

48. Comprehend

25. Snake sound

5 1 . Loathsome

26. Wished

57. Present occasion

27. Clyster

5 8 . Feminine undergarment

28. Cleanse

59. Eagle's nest

2 9 . Eternity

Summer and OCS
S u bmitted by the Office of Career Services
uring the summer, the Office of Career Services will
be ?pen to assist students who are participating
m Early Interview Week (EIW) or any other job

se,

well as those applying for post-graduation judicial

60. First woman in House of Commons

30. French money

6 1 . Rule

3 1 . Vacant

clerkships. EIW takes place from Monday, August 27th

62 . AtTixes

32 . Desirous

through Thursday, August 30th. The location is the Holiday

63. Serves

3 3. Prepared

Inn North Campus, 3600 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor.

64. Unagi

3 5 . Able to evade

65. Ehns

38. Sea eagle

DOWN

39. Fuel
4 1 . Jalapeno followers
42. Colorful

1 . Kind of computer architecture

44. Cheerleader in costume

2 . Margarine

45. Cow talk

During the summer OCS counselors are available to
speak with students in person or over the phone. Among

other things, an OCS counselor can discuss revising your
resume, bidding strategy, and job search resources. We're
also here to counsel students who are putting together their
post-graduation clerkship applications. In order to keep

3 . Actress Lena

47. Shoulder blanket

4. Mailed

48 . Chew

5 . Treachery

49. Activist Parks

applications, bidding, resumes, and other topics, OCS will be

6. Boring

50. Against

7. Prefix meaning same

52 . Hillside

sending out weekly emails to your UMICH account. Please

8. Diminishing

53. Back

9. Greeting

54. Great Lake

10. Spouse's family members

5 5 . Egyptian river

1 1 . Carrots' accompaniment

56. Roberts in Ocean s Eleven

you updated about deadlines for EIW and judicial clerkship

read your email regularly.
To make an appointment with an OCS counselor, stop by
210HH or call 734-764-0546. Unfortunately we cannot make
appointments by email. We look forward to working with
you over the summer.

--------�11
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TUESDAY, APRIL 3

5:30 pm, 100HH. Dinner will be

IPR policy. 12:20-1 :20pm, 250 HH.

served.

Lunch will be provided.

Corporate Social Responsibility in

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4

South Asia - Unilever: A Case
Study (BLA and SALSA)
A talk by professor Aneel G.
Karnani, Associate Professor of
Strategy at Ross School of Business.
12:30-1 :20pm, 100HH. Lunch will be
provided.
"Alternatives To Affirmative
Action After The Michigan Civil
Rights Initiative"
(Federalist Society)
This panel will consider some of the
legal and policy questions sur
rounding Michigan universities'
efforts, in response to the restric
tions imposed by the Michigan Civil
Rights Initiative, to maintain racial
diversity of the student body.
Panelists will include Brian T.
Fitzpatrick, John M. Olin Fellow,
NYU School of Law; Professor
Douglas L ay cock, University of
Michigan Law School; Professor
George R. LaNoue, University of
Maryland Baltimore County; and
Professor Don Herzog, University
of Michigan Law School. 3:30 p.m. -

U PDATE EBB
The most up-to-date version is
3.53.0006

If you downloaded the cu rrent ver

sion last ter m , j u st l a u nc h EBB and

fol low the on-screen a u to-update
proced u re .
If the u pdate doesn 't work or you

n ee d to reinsta l l you r EBB go to
the Reg istrar's Webpa g e .

"A Career in Government : Why
You Want It and How to Get If'
PIPS Professor Sally Katzen, former
deputy director of the Office of
Management and Budget, will
describe why government work is so
rewarding, how it differs from pri
vate practice, and how to go about
getting a job with the government.
12:30 in 138HH.

THURSDAY, APRIL 5
OCI 101 - A Panel Discussion (BLA)
Tips from 2Ls on nailing the on
campus interview process in the
Fall. Sponsored by Weil, Gotshal &
Manges LLP. 12:20-1:20pm, 150HH.
Non-pizza lunch will be provided.
"National IPR Policies and
Multinational R&D Strategies: An
Interactive Perspective" (CLS)
China Law Sodety invites you to
join a lunch lecture by Professor
Minyuan Zhao, Assistant Professor
of Strategy at the Ross School of
Business. Professor Zhao's research
interests are in the interaction
between firm strategies and external
environments in a global context.
She will talk about how companies
adapt to China's IPR environment
and other emerging markets with
high imitation risks. She will also
discuss the impact of those compa
nies' strategy on China's national
The Federal ist Soci ety is organizing a

Sal ute the Troo ps

f u ndraiser.

JD & MBA Mixer
5-7pm; Upstairs at Dominick's

FRIDAY, APRIL 6
The Ongoing Debate about
INSIDER TRADING :
Is I t Really Good for the Market?
Featuring Professor Laura Beny.
12:20-1 :20pm, 138HH. Lunch will be
provided.

SATURDAY, APRIL 7
Happy Healthy L awyers: Attorney
Well-being and How to Improve It
Presented by the State Bar of
Michigan, University of Michigan
Law School, and Women Lawyers
Assodation of Michigan, this confer
ence I workshop will feature:
•
Renowned author and attomey
Scott Turow, speaking on the
health and happiness of attor
neys;
•
Other local and national speakers
addressing attomey well-being;
•
A self-assessment workshop;
•
Break-out sessions on topics such
as stress-reduction, financial
planning, and law firm wellness
initiatives.

The event will be held at the Law
School, and will begin at lOam. Law
student registration is $5. For detailed
information, and to register, visit
www.happyhealthylawyers.com.

•
flash drives
Students who turned in flash drives for Fall 2006
Electronic Bluebook (EBB) exams
may pick up their flash drives

Pledges can be made outside 1 OOHH

Monday and Tuesday, April 2 & 3
f rom 1 1 :30 - 1 : 00.

in the Law School Registrar's Office
(300 Hutchins Hall).
Please show your

UM identification card

at the front desk.

